PCM PRECISION & S.L. PLOTA COMPANY EST 1974
WWW.PCMMEDICALWASTERECYCLING.COM
Reusable Containers/Medical Waste Tippers & Washers

Recycled /Reusable
Sharps Containers, Medical Waste Containers & Rx Containers
And
Sanitization Services Processing
6203 80th Ave North Pinellas Park, Florida 33781
866.539.6277= T 727-547-6277= F 727-547-6279
Contact: JimmyMack@pcmprecision.com

PCM’s Experience In The Industry








SL Plota And Company was founded in 1974
Early on the company specialized in Vent hoods, and
Exhaust Fans for use in laboratories and restaurants.
PCM for decades has made medical waste tippers,
washers and step on carts and dollies for the Medical
Waste and the U.S. healthcare industry.
Committed to providing superior service and value to
fortune 100 companies as well as independent medical
and Rx waste facilities worldwide
PCM has developed long term relationships with a
variety of clients to include Curtis Bay Energy, Waste
Management, and our products are in HCA, Kindred,
HMA’s and The Mayo Clinics and 100’s of Independent
Medical Waste facilities across the United States

Sharps & Medical Waste & Rx Disposal History












Reusable containers have been used in the USA since 1990
They are currently used in over 5,000 facilities
Once facilities convert to a reusable container system they do not revert
back to disposable single-use containers. Reusable containers are used
internationally and require tipping/dumping and sanitization
PCM creates customized, state of the art products for the medical waste
industry including but not limited to:
Reusable medical waste containers, hands free medical container tippers
and washers, baskets, lids, wall mount brackets and cabinets, vent lab
hoods, Rx sorting tables, medical instrument reprocessing sorting tables,
step on dollies, Nexel medical waste transport carts, and custom cart
covers and more.
Stainless steel, aluminum and plastic products, as well as custom
fabrication, tool & die
PCM sells products to independents in the medical waste industry as well
as the largest medical waste companies in the world
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PCM Products Are Environmentally Friendly




Reuse is the highest form of
recycling
One (1)single reusable container
replaces up to 500 disposables
containers over a 5 year period

Reduce our dependence on
petroleum resources used in
plastics manufacturing

Reduce emissions from
incineration

Saves landfill space

PCM top of the line
tipper/washer automation
system saves over 30,000
dollars per year over a
manual tipper/washer
because of the allowable
reduction in man power

REUSE
RECYCLING
DISPOSAL

PCM Medical Waste Recycling Products
Saves Time, Volume & Money

Automatically Becomes A Guaranteed
Waste Reduction Program

The tipper can empty a large container or 3 small containers in under 30 seconds
The conveyor washer cycle lasts about 60 seconds with variable settings
The Nexel Transport Carts can hold 56 2 gallon containers or 10-12 10 or 17 gallon containers
Up to 18 filled transport carts can be processed within a 10 hour shift
2 technicians can process up to 30 large containers an hour w/ dump included or 120 -2-gallon containers approximately 2 filled carts.

Container Sanitization And Processing Plants

Sample Pictures of a container Processing Plant
Continually Cleaned, Sanitized & Cultured For Efficacy
Pictured above is the dirty side and below is the “clean” side
PCM Provides guidance for plant design and set up
PCM Tipper/Washer Systems are proven; many run for years without incident or repairs!
Inspected By The Health Department

Other Container Sizes, Lid Choices, wheeled Dollies & Step On Hands Free Available

samples pictured below. Please call for more information and other samples

Sample Containers & Lids

www.pcmmedicalwasterecycling.com
















Tippers handle a variety of different size reusable containers including, one, two,
three and four gallon, as well as ten and seventeen gallon Rotonics and others
PCM manufactures flight bars that collar and hold reusable containers so that the
lids can be removed hands free. PCM can adapt flight bars to accommodate ANY
brand of reusable containers
PCM can even sell containers based on the size of the container and assists our
clients including the waste/weight in the pricing and advise with the RFP process
The only impact is a reduction in the sharps/red bag waste stream, a reduction in
costs and moving towards being green!
We provide an unparalleled service at the lowest possible pricing and have a
variety of service levels and pricing structures, including self service and full
service tippers and washers to accommodate any budget (inquire today!)
Already have a recycled sharps system in place now? We can accommodate you!
We can create tippers, washers and entire systems that will allow you to use the
products you have now and or accommodate an integrate our products
We also invite plant tours of our facility and inquiries.

www.pcmmedicalwasterecycing.com
Overview
PCM can create an entire system to accommodate any size budget
PCM is also listed as the provider for step on carts for Rotonics Containers
PCM will assist and customize your offerings and services by offering updated advice, overviews,
marketing materials, Red Bag Waste submission plans
Sample contracts, sample hospital presentations, spread sheets for pricing
PCM has vendor relations with CMA Dish Machines & Stero Inc
PCM obtains washers from their companies then customizes the machines to be even more efficient
and presentable and gears the system towards washing reusable medical waste containers not
dishes and flatware. Allowing for less wear and tear on the reusable containers and labels
extending the life of the containers, resulting in tremendous savings
over any other system on the market today!
We guide your plan and processing every step of the way from the beginning to the roll out of the
systems. We include 1 (one) year parts on the tipper and 1 (one) year parts and labor on all
washing systems
We offer annual preventive maintenance, phone, computer & on site technical support
Performance, dependability, reliability and cost savings with state of the art systems

